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U.S. Mint launches new coins

honoring Army



The United States Mint is set to issue three coins commemorating

the traditions, history and heritage of the U.S. Army.

The coins come in $5, $1 and 50 cents pieces. The coins are

available for purchase at a reduced price through 5 p.m., March 2. After

the cutoff date the price will be increased.

“I think this is an excellent opportunity to showcase the United

States Army and the American Soldier,” said Command Sgt. Maj. Roy Soldiers from the 563rd Aviation Support Battalion, Task

L. Rocco, command sergeant major, Headquarters and Headquarters Force Fighting, arrive at Kandahar Airfield in the early

morning hours Feb. 16.

Battalion, 10th Mountain Division (LI).

The program was established to honor service in the Army

throughout its history. Each coin depicts a different aspect of Army The

service.

The $5 coin represents service in war. The design represents the

magazine

U.S. Army’s war service from the Revolutionary War through today,

symbolizing its continuity of strength and readiness. It is available as a

Regional Command South

proof - a high quality specially struck coin - or in uncirculated condition.

Commanding General

A proof will cost $449.95 while an uncirculated coin is $439.95.

Maj. Gen. James L. Terry

The silver dollar’s theme is modern service. Also available as a proof

Command Sergeant Major

or uncirculated, the silver dollar costs $54.95 and $49.95 respectively.

Command Sgt. Maj. Christopher Greca

The half dollar’s theme is service in peace. It is made of a metal

The Mountain View is an authorized

alloy and clad in silver. Pricing for the clad coin is $17.95 for a proof and publication for members of coalition

$15.95 for an uncirculated coin.

forces. Contents of The Mountain View

	

These coins make a unique collectors’ item due to the fact that are not necessarily official views of,

a limited number of coins are being minted. One-hundred thousand $5 or endorsed by, coalition governments.

coins; 500,000 silver dollars; and 750,000 .50 cents are all that will ever All editorial content of The Mountain

View is prepared, edited, provided and

be made.

approved by the Regional Command South

“Some of the proceeds will help construct the National Museum Public Affairs Office.

of the United States Army,” said Rocco. “When completed it will allow

visitors to understand the traditions, history and heritage of the United Editorial Staff

RC-South PAO Lt. Col. Web Wright

States Army and Soldiers from the past and present who help build the RC-South PAO NCOIC

Army we have today.”

Master Sgt. Tami Hillis

…

Command Information OIC

Ensign Haraz N. Ghanbari

On the net:

Managing Editor Sgt. Matthew Diaz

http://www.usmint.gov
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Deity’s Dynamic Duo

Story and photos by Sgt. Matthew Diaz

Regional Command South Public Affairs
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Sitting on the toilet isn’t a



place one would normally

expect to think about God,

but the two-man chaplain

team at Spin Boldak wants

Soldiers to do just that.



	

Army chaplain (Capt.) Jason Hohnberger, of Appleton,

Wis., assigned to 1st Squadron 38th Cavalry Regiment, 525

Battlefield Surveillance, and chaplain assistant Sgt. David

A. Cavazos, of Victoria, Texas, use new and creative ways

to connect with service members.

“The hard part about this job is we don’t deal in

real tangible results,” said Hohnberger. “We see growth in

various areas, we see increased attendance in holy smokes,

and we see growth in bible services. I hope the campaign

helps, but I hope making fun of me demonstrates that I am

approachable.”

Holy Crap: Chaplain’s Thought of the Week, where

bible verses and inspirational messages are posted on the

doors of bathroom stalls is just one of the many creative

programs run by this holy team.

	

To get the word out about what they offer, Hohnberger

and Cavazos utilize a fun and effective advertising campaign.

Folded papers, also known as a table tent with humorous

quotes like, “Chuck Norris’ beard wants you to go to chapel,”

are placed on tables at the dining facility. Flyers featuring

Hohnberger’s head on a muscular body advertise an “insane

workout with the chaplain.” The intent of the campaign is to

make the chaplain and his assistant more approachable and

less intimidating.



you can join the chaplain every morning (except Sunday) for

the latest insane video-workout craze. The chaplain offers a

short devotional before starting and then transitions into his

role as motivator for the rest session.

	

“I pick one verse or two that will set a positive tone

for the day – it’s fitting because by the time you’re halfway

through the exercise, you’re crying out for Jesus for extra

strength,” said Hohnberger.” I believe genuine transformation

happens in people’s lives as life is shared with people, real

people change people.”

	

The program is well received by attendees, cheering

each other on and not allowing themselves to quit on the

group.

	

“The chaplain makes very motivating posters,” said

Sgt. 1st Class Centoria Young, of Opp, Ala., a multifunctional

team platoon sergeant with the 319th Military Intelligence

Battalion. “It’s a good program, come out and enjoy it.”

	

Running a myriad of programs and having to attend

to the day-to-day spiritual needs of Soldiers would be very

taxing to a man. Fortunately, every good chaplain is backed

by a great assistant.

	

“I’m the one that’s up front, and really gets too much

of the credit,” said Hohnberger. “The bottom line is I have

a great NCO that gets everything done. He’s probably the



surprise to people when they find the table tents.”

	

Cavazos intends to serve 20 years in the military, but

doesn’t necessarily know if he’ll serve his entire career as a

chaplain’s assistant.

	

“I don’t counsel Soldiers, that’s not what I’m here

for, but I will lend an ear and my recommendation is usually

to tell them to see the chaplain,” he said. “I don’t have the

heart to be a chaplain; I’ll be the first to admit that.”

	

With all of the programs and support offered by this

highly motivated team, the Soldiers of Spin Boldak can rest

assured that their spiritual needs will be met.

	

“I’m never more happy than when my boots are



muddy,” said Hohnberger. “I take any opportunity to be with

my guys, riding out on convoys with them or going to the

border.”

	

Hohnberger hopes that by his presence on missions,

Soldiers will be more confident in their job.

“There’s something that is really unique when

someone says I have so much confidence in your abilities

and our team, and the providence of God, that I’m willing

to take the same risks you are but without a weapon,” he

said. “Whether or not they articulate it like that, based on

their religious beliefs, they know there’s something different

about that and I hope it brings extra confidence to people.”



“My philosophy of ministry is to try to go to where people

will be, so I thought about focusing a bible study on hanging

out in the most popular smoking area of wherever we are.”

Chaplain (Capt.) Jason Hohnberger



	

Another program offered is “Holy Smokes” in which

the chaplain conducts a bible study by fireside next to a

smoker’s hut. Free cigars are offered, though anyone may

attend, not just smokers.

	

“My philosophy of ministry is to try to go to where

people will be,” explained Hohnberger. “So I thought about

focusing a bible study on hanging out in the most popular

smoking area of wherever we are.”

	

Hohnberger said the study focuses on King David,

to attain mass appeal. His goal is that if someone isn’t too

religious, the person might just come for the history, or to

hear tales about the greatest warrior king ever.

	

“It’s not for some people, I’m not promoting

smoking, but smoking cigars is more for

celebratory use than anything else,” he said.

“I try to downplay the smoking aspect and

just promote the time together.”

	

If campfire chats aren’t your thing, and

you prefer a more physical approach to life,
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busiest chaplain’s assistant in RC South.”

	

The assistant’s job is to make sure everything behind

the scenes is set up to facilitate the chaplain’s duties. On

top of that, Cavazos has taken a large role in the advertising

campaign and making sure the word is spread as wide as

possible.

	

“My ideas aren’t just put out there and not heard.

I make a suggestion and it’s actually appreciated,” said

Cavazos. “It makes the team work well.”

	

The team of Hohnberger and Cavazos has been

working together for about a year.

	

“With any new relationship there is a gap for growth,

but I’d say it’s definitely been a collaborative effort,” added

Cavazos.

	

Cavazos rarely takes credit for all his hard work, and

is happy to do so.

	

“It doesn’t really bother me, the end result is being

accomplished,” said Cavazos. “I don’t mind that no one

notices who puts out the advertisements, it’s kind of a



Chaplain (Capt.) Jason Hohnberger (left) leads a morning workout with his assistant Sgt. David A. Cavazos at the Spin Boldak chapel. Hohnberger

starts each workout session with a short devotional to get participants in a positive frame of mind.
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“TOP SHOTS” ENTRIES ARE OPEN TO ALL READERS.

ALL “TOP SHOTS” SUBMISSIONS MUST BE IN BY THE FRIDAY BEFORE PUBLICATION DATE. SEND SUBMISSIONS TO 10THMTNPAO@GMAIL.COM



Task Force Thunder

rolls into Afghanistan



Story and Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Stephanie L. Carl

Task Force Thunder Public Affairs



	

Task Force Thunder, composed of the 159th Combat

Aviation Brigade and its subordinate battalions, started its

relief in place in Regional Command South here with its

sister brigade, the 101st Combat Aviation Brigade (Task

Force Destiny), in early February.

	

Both Task Force Thunder and Task Force Destiny

hail from Fort Campbell, Ky., and are subordinate brigades

of the 101st Airborne Division, which is the only division in

the Army with two combat aviation brigades.

	

“We both fall under the 101st, and we share similar

training standards,” said executive officer for Task Force

Thunder Maj. Randy Spell. “When we take over missions,

the guys on the ground aren’t going to see a change in the

type of support they’re getting from the air.”

	

As Task Force Thunder flows into Afghanistan, its

personnel and equipment participate in the complex process

of reception, staging and onward integration, which prepares

them to take over their role as the main aviation element

of the regional command. This process includes receiving

the Soldiers into theater, receiving equipment, and building

aircraft and other critical systems. Gradually, these systems

will replace Task Force Destiny’s and assume operations

here.

	

Maj. Jason Kahne, the unit support operations officer,

played an integral role in the RSOI process, coordinating

the flow of all personnel and aircraft from Fort Campbell to

Regional Command South.

	

“The most difficult part of this is synchronizing

the aircraft flow,” Kahne said. “As Task Force Destiny is

pulling their aircraft out of the fight, we have to be able to

inject ours, and that means we have to move the right mix

of personnel for build teams into Afghanistan in conjunction

with the airframes.”

	

The build teams are the Soldiers who prepared the

aircraft for transport to Afghanistan by folding blades and

disassembling various parts to make the helos more compact

for transport. These same Soldiers are responsible for

reassembling the aircraft in theater.

	

While the teams are putting the aircraft

back together, pilots and their crews have

to participate in academics that prepare

them for the missions they will fly in the

extreme conditions of Afghanistan. Once

the aircraft buildup is complete, the helos

undergo modifications that protect crews
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flying through hostile areas. Then it’s time for maintenance

test flights.

	

The maintenance test flights highlight another

important part of RSOI.

	

It’s not just the Soldiers and aircraft that have to

make it into theater at the right time. There are also multiple

containers filled with the smaller pieces of equipment that

are critical to the mission. In total, Kahne and his staff

facilitated the movement of nearly 73,000 square feet worth

of equipment and containers.

	

Among these smaller pieces of equipment were

some of the tools and parts the maintainers need to fix the

helicopters when they require service.

	

Also inside those containers were some of the

creature comforts that will help get the approximately 2,500

Soldiers of Task Force Thunder through the year away from

home. Before they could pull those comfort items out of their

containers, they had to have a place to call their home away

from home.

	

Capt. Luke Chivers, the brigade mayor, was

responsible for that part of the RSOI process.

“As the brigade mayor, I’m responsible for the everyday

living conditions of the Soldiers, from making sure they

have beds to making sure the showers are working.”

Chivers has the difficult task of balancing needs versus

wants.

	

“There are certain things that are non-negotiable;

these are things that cause illness or safety issues,” he

explained. “Those things are priorities. Everything beyond

that, we have to have a compelling argument for. We have to

make sure we aren’t asking for more than any other Soldier

is getting.”

	

In addition to making sure the Soldiers have a place

to hang their hats, Chivers also coordinates their reception

when they arrive in theater.

	

“The mayor cell sets the tone for the whole

deployment,” he said. “Travelling is tough, so if you start off

received properly by your unit, spend the minimum amount

of time in the passenger terminal and can move right into

billeting, it helps the morale out a lot.

	

“But if the RSOI process isn’t done correctly, Soldiers

are losing their most valuable asset, and that’s time,” Chivers

said.

	

That time is particularly critical during the relief in

place and transfer of authority, when Task Force Thunder

Soldiers have a limited amount of time to get their equipment

up and running, and assume their roles in supporting Regional

Command South.



Lt. Col. John Smith (right), commander of the 563rd Aviation Support Battalion,

greets Pfc. Christian Washington, a truck driver with the unit, as he arrives

Feb. 16, at Kandahar Airfield. Task Force Fighting supports the 159th Combat

Aviation Brigade, Task Force Thunder, which is on a one-year deployment from

Fort Campbell, Ky., to provide aviation support to Regional Command South.



Take



Doxycycline kills certain bacteria or stops their growth. It can be

used to treat a wide range of infections such as dental, skin, respiratory

and urinary infections. It can also be used to treat disease, malaria and

certain sexually transmitted infections. In the U.S. Army it is used to help

prevent malaria and its symptoms. The Army ordered it and the battalion

aid station packaged it and passed individual bottles of Doxycycline out

for you to take while on this deployment. Over time we have noticed that

Soldiers have chosen not to take it. Each Soldier should look at taking

their Doxycycline the same way they would wear their body armor. The

U.S. Army would not send you to war without it and the same can be

said for your doxy. So take it 10th Mountain. “CLIMB TO GLORY”



Name: Spc. Tyrel Bennett

Unit: D TRP , 2/17 CAV

MOS: Helicopter

Armament Specialist

Hometown: Kiowa, Colo.

Quote: “Got it Sergeant,

will make it happen.”



	

“Specialist Bennett directly impacts the

success of the armament shop. He is an extremely

reliable and respectful Soldier whose work ethic

and professionalism enable him to accomplish

any task given to him. He is an excellent team

leader and mentor to his peers, ensuring that

they are doing the right thing at all times.”

~Staff Sgt. Brody Rasor



Cultural

Considerations:
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U.S. Army reservist Cpl. Poto Leifi, a multimedia illustrator currently deployed to Afghanistan, poses for a photo, Feb. 8, at Kandahar

Airfield, Afghanistan. By creating a series of Americana-style commemorative posters through his private company “Freedom’s On

Me,” Leifi uses his artistic talents to fulfill a personal mission of ensuring the legacy of service members who sacrificed their lives

during Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom is not forgotten. (Photo by U.S. Army Sgt. Matthew Diaz)



Islam is practiced by the majority

of Afghans and governs much of

their personal, political, economic

and legal lives. Among certain

obligations for Muslims are to

pray five times a day - at dawn,

noon, afternoon, sunset, and

evening.  During the holy month

of Ramadan all Muslims must

fast from dawn to dusk and

are only permitted to work six

hours per day. Fasting includes

no eating, drinking, cigarette

smoking

or

gum

chewing.



CHAPLAIN’S

The Power of One



By CH (Maj.) Herman Cheatham



CORNER



Spc. Don W. Ellen



The Don Says ... your Doxy!



Soldier In The Spotlight



	

Ephesians 5:33 “Nevertheless let every

one of you in particular so love his wife even

as himself; and the wife (see) that she reverence

(her) husband.”

Did you know that it does not necessarily

take two people in a marriage to make a marriage

great? I know that there are some of you who

have just tuned me out, but please come back

and listen for a moment. The key ingredient to

a great marriage is YOU! The reality is that the better

you treat your spouse, the better you set your marriage up

to be great! Stop waiting for your spouse to do the right

thing, and just go ahead and do the right thing yourself.

You might be surprised by how quickly things can turn

around in your marriage. It only takes one person to make

a change for the marriage to experience a change. And if

you’re one of the people who feel all alone in the change

process, like you’re the only one doing anything to try

and help the marriage, keep strong and be patient.	

	

Consider our relationship with God. He is the One

who makes the difference. I believe God established

marriage to mirror His love for us. God, knowing our

human nature, sacrificed Himself to save our souls.

Ephesians 5:25 “Husbands, love your wives, even as

Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it.”

If we take our selfish desires out the equation of our

marriage and focus on the needs of the other, things will

go a lot smoother. You might be thinking, “Chaplain you

don’t know my spouse. They will take advantage of my

good grace and use it to meet their own selfish needs.”

This may be true and I have seen individuals try and do

just that. Remember if marriage is supposed to mirror

God’s love for us it will also mirror His righteousness,

which is a part of His love for us. There are and should be

consequences to sinful actions. One of the consequences

is a break in fellowship. Isiah 59:2 “But your iniquities

have separated between you and your God, and your

sins have hid (his) face from you, that he will not hear.”

You may be wondering why there is no closeness in

your relationship with your spouse. Maybe it is due

to something you did or did not do. Ask the question.

This fellowship can be restored through repentance and

forgiveness. 1John 1:9 “If we confess our sins, he is

faithful and just to forgive us (our) sins, and to cleanse

us from all unrighteousness.” These principles could and

should work in our relationships. You could be the one to

make a difference in your relationship. Be bold and take

the first step. Be humble in your attitude as you approach

your spouse. Be blessed in your relationships!



Army command sergeants major gather

to better equip, sustain Soldiers in Afghanistan

Story by Master Sgt. Tami Hillis

Regional Command South PAO NCOIC



	

More than 55 command sergeants major attended

the Command Sergeant Major Sustainment and Equipping

Conference at Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan, Feb. 14-18,

either in person or via video telephone conference, to

discuss ways to equip Soldiers and improve the equipment

available to Soldiers.

	

The first two days of the conference allowed the

leaders from combat units across Afghanistan, Army

Material Command, U.S. Army Headquarters and U.S.

Central Command to learn from each other by sharing their

challenges and successes in theater. The leaders from the

states shared their expertise about what their organizations

could do for the combatant leaders in theater.

	

Some of the other topics discussed during the

conference ranged from the tactics used by insurgents to

ways to improve the Army Direct Ordering system to

troops having to hand-carry their Improved Outer Tactical
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Command Sgt. Maj. Christopher Greca, senior enlisted

leader, Regional Command South, shares the challenges

and successes of his unit during the Command Sergeant

Major Sustainment and Equipping Conference.

(Courtesy photo)



Vest to Kuwait when going on their mid-tour leave so they

can have the ballistic plates X-rayed to ensure they are still

serviceable.

	

After the two days of roundtable-style discussion,

leaders from outside Afghanistan got the opportunity to

traverse the battlefield with regional command sergeants

major to gain a better perspective of what leaders and

Soldiers are dealing with on a daily basis.

	

Command Sgt. Maj. Christopher Greca, RC-South

command sergeant major, hosted three of the leaders,

Command Sgt. Maj. Bernard McPherson, Program Executive

Officer Soldier; Command Sgt. Maj. Tyrone Johnson,

Communications and Electronics Life Cycle Management

Command; and Command Sgt. Maj. Ricky Yates, U.S. Army

Aviation and Missile Life Cycle Management Command.

	

Although the three guests arrived to the RCSouth area of responsibility together, once at Kandahar

Airfield they dispersed so they could link up with leaders

and Soldiers in their particular area of expertise. Yates

linked up with aviation assets on KAF, Johnson traveled

to Forward Operating Base Lagman in Uruzgan province,

and McPherson spent his two days conducting battlefield

circulation with Greca.

	

On the first day, Greca and McPherson traveled to

FOB Wilson where they got the opportunity to speak with

2nd Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne Division (Air

Assault) leaders and Soldiers. During the visit the leaders

were given a demonstration on portable mine detectors and

the military working dogs and their effectiveness. They also

saw static displays of the anti-personnel obstacle breaching

systems and mine clearing line charges.

	

“When I was out there talking to Soldiers I was

focusing on how to lighten the load of Soldiers and I was

trying to leverage whether the systems they were showing

to me were effective despite the weight,” McPherson said.

“The Soldiers wear and carry about 90-120 pounds and then

they have to carry additional equipment. I was interested in

whether the equipment we were giving them could be made

lighter but still have the same capability.”

	

While he was getting feedback from the Soldiers,

McPherson noted that not once did the Soldiers complain

about the weight of the equipment because they were happy

with the capability the systems provided. The PEO Soldier

said that his organization is responsible for most of the items

a Soldier wears and uses on a daily basis.

	

“I wanted to hear directly from the war fighter,”

McPherson said. “I wanted to know if we are fielding him

or her with the appropriate stuff and find out what they need



from PEO Soldier. We want to make sure our Soldiers are

combat effective.”

	

Feedback from the troops is what drives the process

of ensuring the equipment is lighter, better and more

technologically advanced, said McPherson.

	

“Soldiers are always willing to provide feedback

because they know that in a year or two they will be using or

wearing new equipment,” said Johnson.

	

The next day the duo met up with Johnson at FOB

Lagman, which is where they received a 2nd Stryker Cavalry

Regiment Operations and Intelligence Brief.

	

“I got an opportunity to spend time talking to the

leadership and walking around the FOB to look at the systems

that we provide support for,” said Johnson. “It was a good

opportunity for me to go out there to find out the support

that is needed. I was able to give them the point of contacts

of folks who we have in theater so they don’t have to look

around and try to figure out how they can get that support.”

	

By moving around the RC-South battle space, it

allowed the leaders to gain a perspective about what the

terrain looked like, what challenges the warriors have to deal

with on a daily basis and what the environmental challenges

are.

	

“We have a lot of young Soldiers out there and we’ve



got to take care of them … they are our replacements,” said

Yates. “Even though the Soldiers are tired they understand

why they’re here and they have no issues being here because

they love doing what they’re doing. I spoke to a Soldier who

is out of here in two days and he went and borrowed a toolbox

from somebody so he could to go work on an aircraft, saying,

‘I’m working until the day I leave.’ Now that’s dedication.”

	

Even though they were here only a couple of days, the

information they gathered from talking to various leadership

and Soldiers was equivalent to nine- to 12-months worth of

knowledge to take back, Johnson said.

	

All three visitors agreed that the highlights of the trip

were being able to speak with the war fighters and creating

the bonds with their peers during the conference.

	

For McPherson there was one additional highlight …

being able to be in attendance when RC-South leadership

presented a Purple Heart to a Soldier who was injured by an

improvised explosive device Feb. 16.

	

“I had the privilege of accompanying Major General

(James) Terry and the CSM to the hospital to present a

Purple Heart to a Soldier,” McPherson said. “… to see the

compassion the division commander showed for the Soldier

and to hear the words of encouragement they gave the

(Soldier). It was just incredible.”



Staff Sgt. Patrick Smith, 595th Sapper Company, 2nd Engineers Battalion out of White Sands Missile Range, N.M., explains the capabilities of a mine

detector to Command Sgt. Maj. Bernard McPherson, Program Executive Officer Soldier, Feb. 16 at Forward Operating Base Wilson, Afghanistan.

(Photo by Master Sgt. Tami Hillis)



THIS JUST IN!



‘Raiders’ bridge the gap

to crown partnership



FROM THE INTERNET



Story and photo by U.S. Army Pfc. Nathan Thome

1st Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division Public Affairs Office
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of the M4 rifle?



HAVE SOMETHING TO

SELL OR LOOKING TO BUY

SOMETHING SPECIFIC?

LET THE MOUNTAIN VIEW

HELP. SEND ALL TRADING

POST REQUESTS TO

10THMTNPAO@GMAIL.COM



	

International Security Assistance Forces conducted a medical

treatment operation for multiple Afghan National Civil Order Police Jan.

31, at their headquarters to provide their partners with dental and medical

care.

	

Medics from 1st Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 1st Brigade

Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, in conjunction with 4th Brigade

Support Battalion, 1st BCT, 4th Inf. Div., dental team treated Afghan

security partners from sub-districts six, seven and eight.

	

This was the second iteration of medical and dental assistance

ISAF provided to 3rd Battalion, 2nd Kandak ANCOP. The ANCOP provided

ISAF Soldiers with a constant flow of policemen needing treatment.

	

Capt. Jade-Lin Morton, brigade dentist, and Pfc. Ashlie Guinn,

dental assistant, assigned to 4th BSB, conducted a total of 22 dental exams,

22 fluoride treatments, three tooth extractions and two fillings.

	

Maj. Kevin Akers, battalion surgeon, 1st BN, 22nd IN, joined the

dental team by treating various medical issues, including: musculoskeletal,

respiratory, dermatological and soft tissue afflictions.

	

The medical highlight of the day stemmed from one ANCOP

policeman requiring stitches to reattach a lacerated thumb.

	

Col. Ghulam Farooq, commander, 3-2 KDK ANCOP, commended

‘Raider’ Brigade’s medical team and described the event as another step

toward enhancing the Afghan National Security Force-ISAF partnership.

	

“This iteration of medical and dental assistance was well received

by our policemen,” said Maj. Michael Garling, commander, Headquarters

and Headquarters Company, 1st BN, 22nd IN. “They were more open to

dental and medical treatment, indicated by the steady flow of patients

throughout the day.”

	

Garling went on to say the overall mission served to reiterate

ISAF’s commitment to taking care of their Afghan counterparts.



Pfc. Ashlie Guinn, dental assistant, assigned to 4th

Brigade Support Battalion, 1st Brigade Combat

Team, 4th Infantry Division, examines Gulam

Sadiq’s teeth Jan. 31 at the Afghan National Civil

Order Police Headquarters, in Kandahar City.



Become a friend and check in often for the latest news, pictures and video from RC-South.

FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/ISAF.RCSouth

TUMBLR

The Mountain View Magazine wants your input!

www.ISAF-RCSouth.Tumblr.com

We are looking for cartoonists, columnists,

TWITTER

sports fanatics and many more to contribute.

www.twitter.com/ISAF_RCSouth

If interested, contact the RC-South Public AfYOUTUBE

fairs Office at 10thmtnpao@gmail.com.

www.youtube.com/user/ISAFRCSouth

DVIDS

www.dvidshub.net/units/RC-S

RC-South Social Media Director: MC1 Thomas Coffman
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